
THE IMPORTANCE OF DIRECTION

The common rose diagram of the average wind speed from various compass directions is a simple
example of circular statistics. 

For example, without the need for formal
statistical tests, one can see at a glance that strong
winds from the west dominate during the winter
and summer is dominated by comparatively benign
winds from the southwest. But when we combine
the data for summer and wind respectively, we see
that southwesterly winds dominate both seasons:
the difference being that winds are much stronger
in winter. 

We can get a better appreciation of the general shift in
wind directs for each month by simplifying the data to a single
point called the centroid. The centroid is simply the centre-of-
mass: e.g., the centroid of a symmetrical shape, a circle for
example, is precisely in the centre of it; whereas, in an
asymmetric (or skewed) shape its centroid would be off centre.
The patterns of all the rose diagrams above are asymmetric, i.e.,
skewed to the west or southwest. Calculating and plotting the
centroid of each rose diagram for St. John’s we see more clearly
the definite monthly shift of prevailing wind directions in rhyme
with the seasons.
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The frequency of basic wood density in eight compass
directions from the pith of discs taken from the base
of boles. 

Calculating the centroidfrom  the entire data set of
directional wood density frequencies gives a much
clearer picture of the directional bias.

The rose diagram can be adapted to any
directional data, particularly the effects of wind on trees.
For example, in a windy climate, trees are persistently
swaying which, in turn, cause variations in the wood
density across the trunk. The graph is an example of the
compass bearing from the pith to the bark of basic wood
density. The density varies between the disks (the lighter
the colour and thicker the bars the higher the density in
grams/cubic centimetre). But it is not all too clear that
the rose diagram is asymmetric. 

However, if we determine the centroid of these plus the
full set of wood density rose diagrams (those shown above
plus other disks from trees in the same plot) we can see
there is a definite skewness to the east - meaning that
westerly winds are responsible for the asymmetry. 

Similarly, if we combine the data for several plots, we get
much the same results. The accompanying diagram (left)
shows basic density in eight directions, standard deviation
(bars) and the marks the centroid - ie. , centre-of-mass
(yellow dot).  
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Four main variables are responsible for causing tree deformation; namely, wind speed, wind direction,
and relative humidity. The easiest way to visualise the relationship between these variables is to map them.  In
the graphical example below, is the relationship between wind speed, wind direction and relative humidity at
Gunnarsholt, south Iceland.  There are two continuous measurement periods (1-6) and (6-18).  Instrumentation
measures the wind and humidity more or less continuously (every few milliseconds) and the output data is a 3
minute average.

The black section on the right is simply a separator and has no values. Those who know south Iceland
will recognize that south and south-west winds are almost always very humid in summer and moderately humid
in winter. That is not surprising since they are the same frontal systems that pass over Newfoundland on their
way to Iceland.  For a couple of months in the summer, westerly winds can be either very humid or extremely
dry. Northerly winds are almost always only moderately to extremely dry. Humidity does not seem to vary much
between the two wind speed classes: i.e., light winds between 2-10 m s-1 (20-21) and brisk to strong winds
greater than 10 m s-1 (21-20). In any case, it is difficult to see the subtle association of humidity vs wind speed.

A better graphical representation of humidity vs wind speed is to plot the observations on a circle.
Immediately we can see that northeasterly winds, funnelled through a deep valley between glacier-capped
mountains, are light and  dry winds, Perfect for opening birch catkins and distributing their seeds. A large
proportion of light onshore winds are ‘dry’. Not surprising,  stronger south-southwest winds are humid since
they pick up much more moisture from the ocean (Gunnarsholt  is only about 3-4  kilometres north of the coast).
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Florence Nightingale’s use of coxcombs to display the monthly frequencies of deaths to preventable and mitigable diseases is
considered to be the origin of circular statistics.  Reproduced by permission from the British Library.

These graphical interpretations are quite useful but still little better than anecdotal.  Besides,
observations are not always clustered  around a circle. Nor is directional correlation so easily inferred without
some sort of statistical analysis. For this we use circular statistics or analysis of directional data. Incidentally,
the legendary nurse Florence Nightingale is said to have conceived the notion of circular statistics when she
displayed the monthly frequency of mortality among British soldiers due to cholera and typhoid in ‘coxcombs’.

Although circular statistical theory has gradually evolved, it is only within the last couple of decades that it has
come to the fore as a valuable technique for analysing directional phenomena. The following  is an introduction
to analysing a few directional phenomena in forestry.
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Basic Principles of Circular (Directional) Statistics

Now we raise analysis of directional data to another level by determining a set of circular statistics
analogous to conventional standard statistics. Basic circular statistics is easy to work out with a small calculator
or a spreadsheet program. A simple and very efficient software package for circular statistics is also available.

The graph, which I have dubbed the STATCIRCLE, illustrates the basic statistics one needs to work
out to determine if a particular directional data set is significantly directional. For  formulae and worked
examples for calculating the circular statistics see following section on Calculating Circular Statistics. 

Each dot on the circle represents a
compass bearing of observation - such as the
direction of a wind-thrown tree. The arrow is the
mean direction. The length of the arrow (or its
distance) from the centre is measured in units of
0 - 1 also gives some indication of how the
observations are concentrated around the circle;
i.e., in a sense the centroid. For example, if all
observation had the same compass bearing, the
point of the arrow would touch the outside
circle. Conversely, if compass bearings of the
observation were equally spaced around the
circle, there would be no arrow, or rather a dot
in the centre of the circle. The angular deviation
is identical in meaning to the standard deviation
of conventional statistics; as is the confidence
limit. 

There are two methods of significance
tests. One is a visual aid, but less powerful for
estimating significance, derived from the line
which dissects the circle. The other, a formal and
more accurate test, requires calculating.
Basically the lower the proportion of
observations on one side of the line, the more
significant is directionality. Actually, the length
of the arrow makes this somewhat redundant.
The other takes into account the position of the
point of the arrow with respect to the critical
value (inner circle) gives the precise level of
significance. 
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Spirity Cove Wave Forest, Northern Peninsula, Newfoundland 
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Spirity Cove Wave forests with its distinctive dead-tree strips (Photo: Dave Stone)

The following is an example of simple circular statistical analyses of directional characteristics of the
pattern of dead tree strips shown in the photo below. 

A plot of the dead tree strips reveals they have basically two shapes, sinusoidal and curved (or crest-
shaped). Taking the compass bearing, with the wind on our back, we find the main axes lie in a northeasterly
direction as do the minor axes of crest-shaped strips.

The direction of wind-thrown trees in the dead tree strips (see adjacent
statcircle) is much more variable - the average direction being almost due east.
The shaded area are confidence limits, dashed line within the shaded area is the
angular deviation, and the arrow extending to approximately 80% of the
distance from the centre to circle indicates a highly concentrated degree of
directionality.
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Direction of Compression Wood in Boles

Compression wood develops in conifers which develop a lean, either on a slope or most often by
persistent winds. Of course, from a sawyer’s point of view, too much compression wood in a tree is a sign of
poor grade lumber. As shown elsewhere in this report, the compression index is useful to foresters for mapping
patterns of  the surface wind flow over clear cuts in complex terrain. In this example of circular statistics we
find that compression wood becomes directional as the tree ages. The reason being that, as wind speed increases
with height logarithmically, the stronger become the effects of exposure on the boles of trees. The amount of
compression wood in a bole is proportional to increasing exposure to wind.

The first stage in determining directional influences, is to trace the compression wood onto a cross to
derive a set of coordinates through the minor axis of the compression wood curve then plot the angles onto circle
representing specific distances from the pith. Finally, the circular statics is calculated for each distance to if there
is any directionality - as shown in the three graphs below.
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The directional asymmetry of 30
cot tonwood sapl ings a t
Gunnarsholt, South Iceland, is
indicated mean vectors of crown
shape.  The bold line is the
common mean vector and the
arc 95% confidence interval,
respectively.A young, 16 ha cottonwood plantation at

Gunnarsholt, south Iceland.

Profiles of two widely separated birch
stands at Gunnarsholt. They increase in
height towards the northeast.

The relationship between wind direction
and relative humidity at Gunnarsholt. By
comparison with the adjacent diagram on
seedling distribution , it obvious that
seeds are dispersed mainly by dry SE -
NE winds.

The directional bias of seedling distribution at three
intervals of 0.4, 4-8 and >8 m  around  birch stands I
& II.

Direction of Atmospheric Properties on Stands Development

In this next example, circular statistics was useful in determining the
impact of south winds on the direction of crown deformation at an early stage
of growth of a poplar plantation at Gunnarsholt, south Iceland

 

The adjacent graphs illustrate much more complex examples
from another study, also at Gunnarsholt, involving circular regression
to determine which wind direction is primarily responsible for the
dispersion of birch seed.  The first task was to describe the circular
statistics of seedling distribution around the two isolated stands of birch
and correlate them with various wind directions, their speed and relative
humidity.
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Calculating Circular Statistics

Using the Gunnarsholt plantation and birch stands on the preceding page as an example, the following
is a basic outline on formulae for calculating circular statistics. The full breadth of the circular statistical tests
of significance circular correlation is much too complex to include. But at least, the following basic formulae are
a sufficient introduction to illustrate the utility of circular statistics.

Angle of Observation: Compass bearing of the direction of observation (wind-throw, crown)

Mean Angle; 2 = tan-1 (y/x) - y and x are the Cartesian coordinates.

Angular Deviation:   F° = (180° ÷ B) × [2(1 - r)]0.5 

Confidence Level:  Obtained from a published statistical chart.

Vector Length: polar coordinates of  r mean = 1/n [(3cos Øi) 2 + (3 sin Øi)2] - n = total number of
observations, Øi =compass bearing of each observation

Significance Test (Dissector): The lower the number of observations on one side of the line, the more significant
is directionality.

Critical Value: if the mean vector fails to reach beyond the critical value there is no significant direction.
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EXAMPLE: 1

Mean Direction of Crown Deformation

In the example, we wish to determine if there is any ‘preferred’ direction of  crown deformation of
saplings in the 16 ha  experimental plantation at Gunnarsholt, south Iceland.   

Thirty saplings were randomly selected at different locations around the plantation, and the distance
from the centre of the stem base to the edge of the canopy was measured in eight compass directions: 45', 90',
135', 180', 225', 270', 315', and 360'. This was done with the aid of a plexiglass sheet, supported on legs of
approximately 60cm length, the centre of which was arranged exactly over the centre of the stem base. The
height of the 30 saplings was measured at the same time and was 30.7 + 0.9 cm (mean + I SE).

The mean vector of crown dimensions was used to indicate crown asymmetry of the saplings. The
vector length (radius) r ranges from zero to unity, and indicates the degree of asymmetry. It is determined by
calculating the vector

r = 3(di  cos Øi) ÷3 di    and y = 3(di sin Øi) ÷3 di 

where di is the distance from the stem base to the crown edge at angle Øi. Then r is found by 
r = %x2 + y2

The common mean direction rcm  of the resultant vectors for all the black cottonwood plants (second-
order analysis) was calculated by a similar method, except that

rcm = 3(ri cos Øj) ÷k and y = 3(ri sin Øj) ÷k 

where ri is the mean vector and Øj, is the mean angle of plant  j,  j = 1, - - - , k. 
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EXAMPLE 2

Linear-Circular Correlation

About 2 km north of the experimental plantation in Gunnarsholt is an eroded lava field with scattered
birch stands. There is considerable natural regeneration of birch around the stands and birch cover has been
increasing rapidly on some parts of the lava field in the past few decades.

Two discrete birch stands were selected for measurements of directionality of height growth and
seedling distribution. In July 1993, transacts were laid out in 12 compass directions from the approximate
centre of each stand: i.e., at 30° intervals, starting from 0°. Within the stands, birch height was measured at 1
m intervals along each transect. Outside the stand drip-line birch plants less than 50cm in height were
counted on 50 cm wide belts on either side of the transacts.

The linear-circular association between birch height on the transacts and direction of transect was
calculated based on circular ranks of directions ri  and ordinary ranks of birch height Ht.  Dn is a quantity
which lies between zero and unity, with values near zero suggesting little evidence for association, and values
close to unity indicating a marked degree of dependence. It is calculated as

Dn = an(Tn
2  + Ts

2) 

where

Tc = 'si cos ri  and Ts = 'si  sin ri

 and, for odd numbers

an = 1 ÷ [1 + 5 cot 2 (B/n) + 4 cot 4 (B/n)]

for even numbers. Un,  a measure of the significance of Dn is calculated by

Un =  [24(Tc 
2 + Ts 

2) ]  ÷   (n3 + n)
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EXAMPLE 3

Working out Circular Statistics on a Spread Sheet
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